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the /3-rays of radium E as consisting of two types; one 
slow and one fast. A curve similar to curve B which is 
somewhat arbitrarily drawn, would show the production 
of x-rays by the fast /3-rays, and curve C, the difference 
between curves .1 and B, would show the production of 
x-rays by the slow /3-rays. Evidence in support of this 
method of interpreting the results has since been obtained 
here by B. VV. Sargent in the course of some careful 
experiments on the absorption in aluminum of the /3-rays 
of radium E and uranium X. 

It is our intention to publish a complete description of 
the experiments which have led us to adopt the view, held 

Fro. 2. Production of x-rays in aluminum. 

by one of us for many years, that the 7-rays of radium E 
fire, in the main, formed by some of the /3-rays as they 

scape from the nuclei emitting them. 
J. A. GRAY 

Queen’s University, 
Kingston, Ontario, Canada, 

February 28, 1939. 

1 Jauncey, Phys. Rev. 55, 237 (1939). 
2 Gray and Hinds, Can. J. Research 16, 75 (1938), 

Low Energy Neutrons from the Deuteron-Deuteron 
Reaction 

In an expansion chamber study of the reaction 

D+D^l\ë + n 

lonner1 discovered that the neutrons were not of a single 
■nergy. Besides the previously established group of energy 
.50 Mev, a second group of about 1/10 the intensity of 
he first group and of 1.08 Mev energy was found. Bal¬ 
linger anil his associates,2 by using an ionization chamber, 
ibtained results in agreement with Bonner’s work. 

The existence of this low energy group of neutrons sug 
ests that the He3 nucleus formed simultaneously in the 
bove reaction may be left excited to a level of 1.89 Mev, 
nd a gamma-ray of this energy would be expected when 
he I le3 falls to its normal state. A search for such a gamma- 
ay was made by Ruhlig,3 who found no evidence for it and 
(included that not more than one gamma-ray was emitted 
>r every 200 neutrons; this limiting value is in agreement 
ith the work of Kallmann and Kuhn,' who studied the 
euteron-deuteron reaction by using coincidence counters. 
An excited state in He3 suggests a similar excited level in 

I3, but a study of the H3 and II1 recoils produced in the 

above reaction gives no evidence for such a state.6’6 The 
existence of an excited state in either He3 or H3 is not in 
agreement with present nuclear theory, as Share7 and 
Schiff8 have emphasized. 

The fact that neutrons also suffer inelastic collisions with 
heavy nuclei would give rise to neutrons of low intensity 
spread over a relatively wide range of low energies.9 

In view of these facts we have made a closer study of the 
neutrons from the d-d reaction, obtaining 100-kv deuterons 
with apparatus previously described.10 The cloud chamber 
was filled with hydrogen and alcohol vapor and placed 
about 13 cm from D3PO, target in an aluminum cup, which 
was substituted for the brass previously used. The low 
stopping pow’er of the gas in the cloud chamber made it 
possible to determine whether the low energy neutron 
spectrum fell to a minimum on the low energy side. Neu¬ 
trons of energy greater than about two Mev produced 
recoil protons which passed completely across the chamber. 

All proton recoils within 25° of the forward direction 
which originated in the light beam and within four cm of 
the chamber wall were tabulated, and 172 such tracks 
were observed. Of this number, those that remained within 
the chamber were measured for length and recoil angle. 
The energies of the low energy neutrons were calculated, 
and the results are shown in Fig. 1. 

2 
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ENERGY OF NEUTRONS IN MV 

FIG. 1. Low energy neutron spectrum in the deuteron-deuteron reaction. 

The stopping power (0.40-0.43) of the gas varies rather 
rapidly with temperature and with range at low energies; 
this variation and some uncertainty in determination of 
recoil angles serve to widen the neutron spectrum found. 

The intensity of the low energy group of recoil protons is 
about s that of the high energy group. However, the colli¬ 
sion cross section for neutrons of the low energv group, 
according to the Wigner formula,11 is approximately twice 
as great, so that the ratio of the intensities of the two 
neutron groups is about rj. I his neutron group is well 
defined and of such intensity that it can hardly be ascribed 
to a group arising from inelastic collisions. The observed 
energy of 1.1 Mev is in good agreement with Bonner’s 
earlier value. 
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In order to make certain that the low energy neutrons do 
not come from some other reaction, photographs were made 
when deuterons bombarded a target of H'sPO,. No recoils 
of any kind were observed. 

It would therefore appear that the expected gamma-ray 
has been overlooked or that other considerations are 
necessary to explain the low energy neutrons. 

We are grateful to Professor H. A. Wilson for his interest 
and advice and to Dr. T. W. Bonner for many suggestions. 

EMMETT HUDSPETH 

HENRY DUNLAP 

The Rice Institute, 
Houston, Texas, 

February 20, 1939. 

1 T. W. Bonner, Phys. Rev. 53, 711 (1938). 
! Baldinger, Huber and Staub, Helv. Phys. Acta 11, 245 (1938). 
3 A. J. Ruhlig, Phys. Rev. 54, 308 (1938). 
» H. Kallmann and E. Kuhn, Naturwiss. 26, 106 (1938). 
3 E. Hudspeth and T. W. Bonner, Phys. Rev. 54. 308 (1938). 
« F. E. Myers and L. M. Langer, Phys. Rev. 54, 90 (1938). 
1 S. Share, Phys. Rev. 53, 875 (1938). 3L. I. Schiff, Phys. Rev. 54, 92 (1938). ,(nm 

* M. S. Livingston and H. A. Bethe. Rev. Mod. Phys. 9, 158 (1937). 
i°T. W. Bonner, Phys. Rev. 52, 685 (1937). 
i'H. A. Bethe and R. F. Bâcher, Rev. Mod. Phys. 8, 117 (1936). 

Note on the Stopping Power of Hydrogen at 
Very Low Energies 

An experiment has been reported recently1 on the binding 
energy of the deuteron, as obtained from low pressure 
(H2

2 — H2
20) cloud-chamber observations of proton tracks 

from photoelectrically disintegrated deuterium. It is 
desired here to record the information which this experi¬ 
ment yields about the stopping power of hydrogen for 
(protons of) very low energies. 

It can be readily shown that the average stopping power 
of a mixture of n gases at a total pressure P (in cm Hg) is 

n 

S-2(pi/76)Sit 
l 

(i) 

n 

p=zpi, (2) 
1 

where Si is the average stopping power of the ith gas at 
STP, and where pi is the partial pressure of the ith gas. 
By “average” stopping power of a gas, we mean the average 
value of the stopping power over the path (in the gas) of a 
charged particle of a given initial energy. For convenience 
we refer these stopping powers to that of standard air, 
taken to be unity. 

In the experiment mentioned above, n — 2. Let i=l, 
2 refer to deuterium and to heavy-water vapor, respec¬ 
tively; then pi = P — pî- Also, S2 = S\-\-s, where i is the 
average stopping power of 5O2. Thus Eqs. (1) and (2) yield 

Si = (16S-p*)/P, (3) 

which is, of course, numerically equal to the average atomic 
stopping power of deuterium relative to the average 
(atomic) stopping power of air. The experiment mentioned 
above used P^8.0 cm Hg and pi^2.7 cm Hg. Fifteen 
proton tracks (mean of the initial energies being 0.22 Mev) 
were observed, having an average length of 2.9 cm; these 
protons have a range of 0.228 cm in air;2 therefore, A 
= 0.228/2.9 = 0.079. Substituting in Eq. (3), we thus find 

Si=0.35, (4) 

if we take s = 1.2. 
This value 0.35 for Si for (proton) energies ^0.22 Mev 

appears rather high ; but in view of the fact that the stop¬ 
ping power of hydrogen increases3 from 0.20 at about 3 
Mev to 0.25 at about 0.6 Mev, it is probably not much 
higher than would have , been expected. This experi¬ 
mentally determined value of Si, through the (integral) 
relation between the energy and range of a particle and the 
stopping power of the gases through which the particle 
passes, constitutes a bound on the variation of the stopping 
power of hydrogen with energy for (proton) energies 
SjO.22 Mev. 

F. T. ROGERS, JR. 
The Rice Institute, 

Houston, Texas, 
February 2, 1939. 

l F. T. Rogers, Jr., and M. M. Rogers, Phys. Rev. 55, 263 (1939). 
* H. A. Bethe, Phys. Rev. 53, 313 (1938). ,1Q..7v 
* M. S. Livingston and H. A. Bethe, Rev. Mod. Phys. 9, 245 (1937) 



A STUDT OP THE NEUTRON ENERGÏ 

SPECTRUM IN THE REACTION 

D+D He^t- n. 

Historical Background 
1 

In 1^57, Bonner published an article on the 

above reaction in which he inferred the possibility 

of two groups of neutrons being emitte£--one, the 

well known principle group of energy 2.5 MEV, and 

another, less intense group, of energy approximately 

1 MEV. 

In l£38, after further work, Bonner published 
2 

another paper in which he concluded that there 

actually were two groups of neutrons present--one 

of energy 2.50 MEV, and the low energy group, approx¬ 

imately .1 as intense, of energy 1.08 MEV. His studies 

were made of recoil protons in a methane filled 

cloud chamber (Stopping power approximately t.OJ), 

and his energy-number curve looked as follows! 
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This definitely shows evidence for a low energy 

group of neutrons, hut since the stopping power of 

his gas was comparatively high, he was unable to 

observe the group on the low energy aide of the 

maximum. 

An obvious suggestion is, that perhaps the low 

energy group does not come from the He^ directly, 

but from inelastic scattering (absorption into, and 

consequent reemission from, a nucleus, with a cor¬ 

responding change in energy), perhaps taking place 

in the brass cup surrounding the target.^ Such 

an effect would make the low energy group of neut¬ 

rons strike the ordinate at a point probably above 

zero. 

Also, the existence of the two energy groups, 

assuming that they do both come directly from the He, 

would presuppose an excited state of the He^ of about 

1»8p MET, and a gamma ray of this energy would be 

expected, ^search for this gamma ray conducted by 

Ruhlig^was unsuccessful, and he concluded that not 

more than one gamma ray was emitted for every 200 

neutrons. Kallmann and Kuhn, in an experiment in- 
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5 
volving counters , found that the gamma ray, if it 

existed at all, was only of an intensity of the order 

of a "few per thousand". 

In addition to the above, Share^, and Schiff^, 

point out that the existence of an excited level in 

He^is extremely improbable from the point of view of 

current theory. 

The reaction may also go as follows: D+D-*" 

Owing to the similarity of the He^ and the 

3 
nuclei, it was thought that perhaps the H formed 

in the above reaction might also have an excited 

level. However, a cloud chamber experiment performed 

by Bonner and Hu<\speth^ seemed to show that such an 

excited level did not exist. 

In view of the above conflicting data on the 

reaction D+D-*He5-*-n, it was thought advisable to re¬ 

peat Bonner's experiment, making certain changes in 

apparatus, so as to 1, see the effect, if any, of 

changing the material of the target cup, and 2, use 

a gas with a low stopping power in the cloud chamber, 

in order to determine if the suspected low energy group 

of neutrons has a well defined shape, or whether it 

strikes the ordinate above the origin. 

In connection with 1, data obtained by Seaborg^ 
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and others give the cross section for inelastic 
-25 

scattering of fast neutrons by Cu to be 5«4X10 
“25 

cm2., while that of aluminum is given to be 5.5X1° 

cm2. Thus, in our experiment, in which the brass cup 

is replaced by an aluminum one, the intensity of the 

group would be expected to change by a factor of 2.Ô 

if the low energy group were caused by inelastic scat¬ 

tering, and the energy of the group might also be 

expected to shift. 

In connection with 2, the methane used in Bonner's 

experiment was replaced be a hydrogen-ethyl alcohol 

mixture, at an expanded pressure of one atmosphere, 

stopping power about .40-,45» With this change, it 

was found possible to observe tracks down to energies 

of .2 MEV, which correspond to track lengths of ,7 cm. 

In Bonner's original experiment, energies less than 

•6 MEV were unobservable. 

Experimental Arrangement. 

The sourch of high potential was a Oockroft- 

Walton 200KV kenetron voltage-doubler circuit, the 

essentials of which are shown as follows* 
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Th© voltage ordinarily used was 100 KV. This 

was led^to the positive ion tube# a diagram of which 

together with the cloud chamber « lamp, and camera. 

» 

is 

The ion source was a filament controlled gas dis¬ 

charge tube operating on about Ijoojvolts, similar in 
10 

design to one described by Crane • This source deliv¬ 

ers up to 200 microamperes of douterons, operating 

intermittently under optimum conditions. Usually, 

however, we operated at around 1odmioroamperes. 

The cloud chamber, of rubber diaphragm type, ex¬ 

pansion ratio about 1.1, was essentially the same as 

the one Bonner used, specially designed so as to keep 

as much material as possible away from the chamber 

itself. In this way we tried to eliminate the effects 

of scattered neutrons, and so obtain a low background. 
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The magnetic valve which released the pressure from 

the rubber diaphragm, for instance, was about 80 cm» 

below the chamber itself. 

Although the high voltage was applied to the 

accelerating ri^gs continuously during operation, the 

ion source was operated at intervals of only JO seconds, 

the cloud chamber, light^and camera being set in 

synchronism with it. In this way the target of DjPO^ 

was made to last much longer than if it were bombarded 

with douterons continuously» Even so, it was found 

necessary to renew the target after about every 20 

hours operation in order to obtain the best neutron 

yields» The target of D^PO^ was U8®^ instead of the 

heavy ice sometimes employed because heavy phosphoric 

acid has the low vapor pressure requisite for con¬ 

tinu edjexistance in a vaccuum without the necessity 

for the cooling apparatus (which would necessarily 

produce a great number of scattered nuetrons) required 

for heavy ice. Due to the fact that phosphoric acid 

reacts chemically with aluminum, it was necessary to 

place it in a shallow quartz: saucer within the alum¬ 

inum target cup» 
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The camera used was a Sept, f:5»5 lene, construct¬ 

ed to allow reprojection of the 55 mm. film on which 

the tracks were photographed. The light was a large 

incandescent bulb. 

The Experiment. 

Forty two rolls of about two hundred pictures 

each were obtained, making a total of approximately 

8400 stereoscopic pictures. At the completion of the 

experiment, a polonium source was introduced into the 

chamber, and 60 photographs of the alpha particles 

from polonium were obtained, giving in all 85 clearly 

measurable tracks, which we used for a check on our 

stopping power. 

These 8400 photographs were analyzed by reproject¬ 

ing them through the Sept camera with which they were 

taken, onto a card. The card was then rotated until 

the two images of a given track coincided. This ^served 

to establish the orientation of a track in space. If 

the projected track satisfied all our requirements as 

to did+inctne«8 and position, its length, and angle 

from a line projected back to the center of the target 

was recorded. Our criteria for selection were as fol- 
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IOWBî 1. Reject all tracks originating from walls 

of the chamber. 2. Reject all tracks not originating 

in the light beam. (The light beam cut off a section 

approximately J cm. deep through the center of the 

chamber.) 3* Reject all tracks about whose distinct¬ 

ness there was any doubt. 4. Re^ject all tracks 

which made an angle of over 1C? from the horizontal 

plane. 

The reasons» in order» for taking these criteria 

were as follows! 1. We wished to guard against 

mmeasuring any tracks produced from possible radio¬ 

active contamination of the chamber*. 2» and J. We 

wished to be certain of the lengths and angles of 

our tracks. 4. It was very difficult for us to meas¬ 

ure angles not in the horizontal plane. 

All angles were measured with an ordinary pro¬ 

tractor to within 5°, and all lengths with a centimeter 

scale to within a millimeter. 

Owing to the difficulty of measuring angles 

accurately» it was decided to use only those tracks 

within 25°of the forward direction. This is because 

for large angles» a small error in the measurement 

of the angle of the recoil proton will produce a large 
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error in the value of the incident neutron energy. 

Of a total of 5^5 tracka originating in the light 

beam, 172 satisfied the condition of being within 25° 

of the forward direction. Here, perhaps, it should be 

noted that although hydrogen, possessing a low stopping 

power, makes an excellent chamber gas for investigat¬ 

ing low energy neutrons, it also possesses a very low 

cross section for neutron collision, which means that 

many more photographs must be taken. For example, 

Bonner, using methane, took 6800 pictures, and obtain¬ 

ed 205 acceptable tracks within of the forward 

direction. Compare this with our figure of 8400 pic¬ 

tures from which we obtained 172 tracks within 25°of 

the forward directiont Of the these 172 tracks, those 

ending in the light beam were measured as to length. 

Our results were calculated as follows: First, the 

range in air of the tracks was found in two different 

ways. One, by means of the track lengths of polonium 

alpha particles of a known energy and range in airî and 

two, by means of the data given on atomic stopping pow¬ 

er of various substances in Bethe's article^. 

In determining the stopping power by means of 

the first method given above, we found the polonium 
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alpha particles (range in air 3*^5 cm., energy 5*5 

VEV) had a mean range cf approximately 10.5 cm. in 

1 2 
the hydrogen. Using Livingston and Bethe*s relation 

that 

1.0072^3.C71^)- .20 cm. 

we arenable to get an approximate value of the stopping 

power of the gas. Since in our cas#, the energy of the 

alpha particle is 5*3 MEV* the range of a proton of 

energy .25(5.5)— 1.3 MET will be given by 

Rh= R*— • 2 cm. 

This would give a range in the hydrogen alcohol 

mixture of 10.3 cm. for a proton of 1*5 MEV energy. 

However, from Bonner's previous work, we know that the 

approximate maximum energy of a recoil proton will be 

1 MEV. Assuming that the range-energy curve is straight 

between 1 and 1*5 MEV (see Livingston and Bethe, loc. 

cit., p. 266), we have that the stopping power of the 

gas in the chamber relative to air for a 1 HEV proton 

will be given by range in air/range in gas, which is 

equal to 5*5/10»3^*5^> for a pressure of 1 atmosphere. 

If the pressure is 1.1 atmospheres, s = 1.1 ( ,34) 2c .38. 

The second method suggested above is probably 

more accurate, since it involves fewer approximations 

than the first. (See Livingston and Bethe, loc. cit., 
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P» 275.) If we assume that the pressure (total) of the 

mixture ie 76 cm. of Hg, and that the average temper¬ 

ature is 25° C, then since the Vapor pressure of ethyl 

alcohol at 25°C is 6 cm. of Hg, we have that 6/76 of 

the gas mixture is ethyl alcohol (C2H^0H)# and 7°/76 

of the gas mixture is H Again, we use the fact that 
2 

the maximum energy of a recoil proton will be around a 
12 

million electron volts. For this value, Bethe gives 

the atomic stopping power for C, H, and 0, the values 

• 9J4, »228, and 1.1 respectively (air^l). Thus the 

etoppinglpower of the mixta»# would be given by (,228)‘1%fc 

-V( «934-V3X. 228+1 .1/2)6/76= .38, for 1 atmosphere press¬ 

ure. If the pressure is 1.1 atmospheres, s~ 1 .1 ( ,J8)r: 

. A 2. 

Due to the fact that the temperature was not 

always 25*0, and that the stopping power is larger for 

fecoil protons that go off at large angles, and so have 

less than 1 MEV energy, we may take as a convenient 

weighted mean of the two values a range of from .40 

to .Aj, the larger value being taken for recoil nuclei 

at large angles. This uncertainty in the stopping power 

is probably one cause of the spread of the group we 

obtained. 
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When the stopping power is obtained, we proceed 

as followst The track length is multiplied by the 

appropriate stopping power (depending on the angle of 

recoil as indicated above) to obtain the track length 

in air. This then at once gives the energy of the re- 

- rt 
coil proton from the energy-range curve given by Bethe. 

When the energy of the recoil proton has been obtained, 

14 
the simple formula 

(where <$) is the angle between the original direction 

of the neutron, and the direction of the recoil proton) 

gives the energy of the incident neutron. An analysis 

of the 172 tracks gave 1$ tracks of an energy between 

•4 and 1.8 MET. Although the experimental conditions 

permitted measurements of energies down to .2 MET and 

up to 2.0 MEV, no tracks under .4 or over 1.8 MEV were 

observed. A plot of the neutron spectrum in this range 

is given on a separate sheet. 

The intensity of the group of recoil protons 

is given by 19/(172- 1?)= .124 2s 1/0. However, Bethe15 

gives the crossjsection for collision as twice as great 

for the neutrons of the low energy group as for the 

neutrons of the high energy group. This would make the 
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ratio of the intensities of the two groups £ 1/16. 

In order to make certain that the low energy- 

neutrons did not come from some other reaction» photo¬ 

graphs were made when douterons bombarded a test tar¬ 

get of H^PO^. About 1000 such pictures were obtained» 

and no recoil protons of any sort were observed* 

The attached graph of the neutron spectrum shows 

a very well defined group, of energy 1.1 MEV (compare 

with Bonner*a value of 1*08 MEV), which definitely falls 

to the axis on the low energy side of the maximum. 

These two facts taken together would seem to definitely 

rule out any hypothesis such as inelastic collisions 

as an explanation of the group's origin. It is true 

that there is a discrepancy between our results and 

Bonner's as to the relative intensity of the two groups. 

However, this may be due to Bonner's failure to correct 

for the variation of collision cross section with 

energy. (At least, this correction is not mentioned 

in his paper.) 

So it would appear that the expected gamma ray has 

been overlooked (although this is hard to believe), 

or that other considerations are necessary in 
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Order to explain the existence of this low energy 

neutron group, (A neutrino emission* possibly?) 

It is interesting to analyze these data as to 

maximum error in a single observation. We have* in 

2 
general, that E<i^./cos <f> , where these symbols 

are the same as we defined them previously. This 

can be expressed as E^.- fll*s)/cos ^ , where 1 is 

the observed length of the track in the chamber, s 

is the stopping power of the chamber gas, and f is 

an experimentally determined function giving 

as a function of 1-e = the range ofl the proton in air. 

Although f is unknown analytically, a graph of it is 

given in Bethels article^. Then, if we make the 

change in variable 1-e -x, the error; A En in En due to 

a single observation is just 

A E _ AX -v 
X >- 

wherexx^is maximum|error possible in , and a* is 

maximum error possible in x. Note that M is given 

by lûsv sAl, if we neglect the products of errors, 

Ax Al - 0. 

Carrying out the differentiation, we have 

A En=(î/cOB 2f(x)tan4> A | 



where <|? and x are known, <t><p and A x can ’be * estimât- 

from experimental conditions, and f(x) and f(x) can 

be gotten graphically from Bethe's curve. ThuaAEM, 

the maximum error in a single observation, oan be 

computed. 

Note here that A.1 involves not only the uncer¬ 

tainty in measuring the track length, but also range 

straggling of the proton in the hydrogen-alcohol 

mixture, and angular straggling, due to the fact that 

the cloud chamber subtends a solid angle of definite 

width, and neutrons emittedjfrom the target at right 

angles to the incident douterons have less ènergy 

than those that are emitted in a more forward direction. 

Unfortunately, data is not availablejfor range stnag- 

glin^of protons which have energies less than about 

1 MET, so the above analysis as to the magnitude of 
m e*. 

the uncertainty^in a single observation, could 

only be carried through for 5 of the 1$> tracks in the 

group, these 5 being those that make up the neutron 

energy spectrum from 1.2 MET forward. (See attached 

graph.) 

The results cf this analysis are very interesting. 

The maximum errors in observables were taken as followst 
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5# ùs =.05, M due to measurement of track* 1mm. 

kl due to straggling (angular and range)* although 

It varied from track to track* averaged about Jmm,, 

BO that the total uncertainty in track length vas* on 

th average* about 6mm. Then AE was calculated for n 

each of these tracks* in two cases the magnitude of 

the maximum error was just enough to bring Eft down 

to the 1.1MEV mean energy* while in three cases* the 

mean energy was definitely outside the maximum error* 

the discrepancies being *1° MEV» ,2k MEV, and *07 MEV. 

Since ùE is the maximum error to be expected in a 
n 

single observation* this result is rather strange* 

and seems to require explanation. 

The most obvious explanation is that the maximum 

errore in the observables were not chosen large en¬ 

ough. The errors 2^, and al* are* I think, beyond ques¬ 

tion* as in measuring the tracks* no tracks were re¬ 

corded unless Mr. Hudspeth and the writer agreed as to 

length and angle within the limits mentioned, AS* 

then, remains* and this also* I believe is a gener¬ 

ous allowance* since the two independent computations 

of stopping power checked within ,0k, and the value 

chosen (.40 for 1 MEV protons)^was halfway between 
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thèse two* 

Another explanation* that perhaps these neutrons 

suffered collisions before entering the chamber* also 

presents itself* However* since these neutrons have 

more energy than the mean 1*1 MET, the collisions 

must have been inelastic* rather than elastic* for 

if they were ordinary elastic collisions* the neutrons 

would have lost energy* Of course* this possibility 

can never be completely ruled, out, but since the cham¬ 

ber was specially designed to reduce the probability of 

this event happening* it seems strange that it should 

occur at least 3/1?15# of the time* and probably 

5/1? 25# of the time* However* as is mentioned above* 

we can never be sure that this is no^happening* 

Finally* we come to the most interesting explan» 

ation cf all, that the group has a finite width of 

about .1 MET. Although it is rather rash to make this 

assumption on the basis of only three tracks* a finite 

width for this group may also be expected from a 

rough sort cf the or eti cal!calcul at ion. This is carried 

out as follows) 

From the work of Kempton et «lîj we know that the 

neutrons emitted in this reaction are not uniformly 

distributed in space about the target, but show a marked 
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preference of the forward direction. Thle shows that 

4 
the intermediate product nucleus He can exist hut 

a very short time» cf the order of magnitude of the 

time it takes the bombarding deuteron to travel 

completely across the target deuteron several (say 

^3 times. For if the He* existed muoh longer than 

this» the neutron emitted in the reaction would 

have suffered many collisions within the He* nucleus, 

and so could have shown no preference as to direction 

when it was finally emitted. The velocity of the 

bombarding douterons, after falling through ,1 f^T, 

will be l.iKlO? cm./sec. If we take the radius of 

the deuteron to be 10”^ cm., the time it will take 

the bombarding d^euteron to croesjthe target deuteroii 

3 times, will be about 4.2X10"' sec. But the un¬ 

certainty principle states that A E-ût £ h, where 

♦ 27 **20 
h—6.5X10 - erg sec., 8t-4.2x10 secs. This gives 

for AE ^1.6A10 ^ergs, but since 1.6x10"^ ergs = 1 MEV, 

this means that AE'b.1 MET, which is just what the 

three observed tracks would indicate. 

An error calculation carried out in the conventional 

manner, assuming a monochromatic source of neutrons, 

indicates a probable error of the mean valuejof the 
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group, of .05 UE7» In the light of tho above analysis 

however, the significance of this figure becomes 

questionable. 
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Part 2. 

An account of the progress made to date in 

3 
analyzing the spectrum of the He recoil 

energies in the reaction D+D-^He^ + n. 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 

CN APPARATUS TO BE USED IN ANALYZING THE He
5 

ENERGY SPECTRUM IN THE REACTION 

D-VD— HO
5+ n 

In order to make absolutely sure that the low 

energy group of neutrons considered in the previous 

report really comes from the above reaction, it was 

decided to investigate the spectrum of the He^ recoils 

given off in the reaction, by bending these nuclei in 

a magnetic field and observing the number of counts 

per minute obtained for various values of the magnetic 

field. 

Although this experiment is not yet completed, 

we (Mr. Hudspeth and the author) have to date built 

a linear amplifier, and also built a point-plane 

counter, that, when used in conjunction with the 

amplifier, counts alpha particles in the presence of 

gamma rays. It is our intention to use this counter 

and amplifier to detect the He^ recoils after thèir 

energies have been separated by the magnetic field. 
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Th© amplifier follow© Dunning’© circuitirather 

closely, a© it was originally planned to use a ©hallow 

ionization chamber-linear amplifier combination to 

check the energies of the He^ recoils* This idea was 

abandoned for two reasons* The first reason is that 

it has so far not been found possible to prevent the 

amplifier from "picking up" and oscillating when the 

first stage is used» unless the grid of the tube in 

the first stage is grounded through about half a 

megohm* If more than one megohm is used» the circuit 

becomes unstable and starts oscillating* The fact 

that the grid of the first tube has to be grounded in 

this way probably means that the full capabilities 

of the circuit are not being realized at present» 

since Dunning advocates the use of a floating grid 

2 
on the first tube * The cure for this trouble probab- 

ly^i es either in more complete shielding of the first 
a 

stage» or in/\shift in the relative positions of the 

elements of the first stage» or both* However, this 

difficulty will not trouble us in the present applica¬ 

tion of the amplifier, since we have decided to re- 



place the shallow ionization chamber by a counter of 

the point-plane type. This type of counter gives 

amplification of the original pulse by ionization by 

collision* so that the first stage of the amplifier 

is not needed to give satisfactory clicks in the 

earphones when an alpha particle source is brought up 

to the window of the counter. 

The point-plane type of counter was decided upon 

because it can be operated at pressures as low as 

5mm of Hg. This is an important factor in the present 
5 

application* since the He recoils which we hope to 

observe are of an energy corresponding to about a 2 

mm. range in air. Consequently the window on our 

counter ought to have a stopping power of not more than 
5 

1 mm. of air in order to let the He recoils into the 

counter. However* a window this thin must necessarily 

be very fragile* and it was a question whether such a 

window* could be made to withstand the pressures (from 

about JO to 76 cm.) required for satisfactory operation 

of the shallow ionization chamber. The advantage of 

being able to use a pressure of ^ sua In the counter 
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ia apparent. The disadvantage ia that the pulses are 

no longer proportional to the energy of the incident 

particle. However, since the particles have already 

been separated by the magnetic field this is not so 

bad. 

A diagram of the amplifier is given on a separate 

sheet. No attempt has been made to calibrate the 

amplifier as to gain experimentally, principally 

because whenever an unshielded object is brought near 

the grid of the first tube, it starts picking up 

a 60 cycle frequency radiated by other apparatus in the 

building and by nearby power lines. However, a 

theoretical calculation gives a rough idea of the 

overall voltage amplification. We know that 

u'= uz/(r + z) 

where u*is the voltage amplification of a single 

stage, u is the amplification factor of the tube, z is 

the load resistance of the tube, and r is the plate 

resistance of the tube. Substituting the numerical 

values in for the last three stages (since the first 

stage is run at reduced filament, plate, and screen 

grid potentials in order to reduce tube noises, with 

a corresponding reduction in voltage amplification. 
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—200,000 ohm potentiometer 

ft00,000 ohms 

0 =0^a0^- 2 mfd., 200 volts 

C. =C/;~0. ~ C - ft mfd., 200 volts 
'ft 12 15 
c - 0 - ft mfd., 600 volts 

15 -?16 

5 10“? mfd., mica 

C C .1 mfd., mica 
9 10 

,02 mfd., mica 

2000 volt 
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the amplification in this atage must be estimated 

separately) we obtain the values 312* 143» and £3 

respectively* The overall amplification of the 

last three stages will then be given by 312*143*93'*' 

4X106. In actual practice, however, I doubt if 

this figure is actually obtained* 

A diagram of the point-plane counter is given 

below. At present it seems to work best (i. e., 

count alpha particles without counting gamma rays) 

at a pressure of about 5 mia of Hg, and with a 

potential gradient of about 35°° volts per cm* between 

the point and the plane. Both of these figures seem 

fairly critical* 

s i i* 'iizzi , 
"Tcross *«*"”'•) 

V 
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